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Topic 1, Exam Pool A

A family foundation wants to use Salesforce to track itsfunding of dozens of projects using
a Campaign for each project. The foundation has a goal of funds to disperse, and it is
important that the foundation can track year over year goals for each project. What should
a consultant recommend for the foundationto track progress?
 
A. Create a custom object for year and a custom object for project to track. 
B. Create a Campaign hierarchy for project and year. 
C. Create reports with bucketing and filters. 
D. Create a process that populates custom fields for each year and project on
Opportunities. 
 
Answer: B

 

 

An international nonprofit organization added a translated relationship picklist value,
however the reciprocal relationship record is not displaying correctly.
 
What is the cause of this error?
 
A. The system administrator did not enable theTranslation Workbench. 
B. The language is not supported in NPSP. 
C. The current user does not have the correct locale. 
D. The system administrator did not add the reciprocal relationship value in the NPSP
Settings tab. 
 
Answer: D

 

 

A nonprofit organization needs to frequently import membership renewal data and daily
donation data and needs a differentconfiguration for each.
 
Which tool should the consultant recommend?
 
A. Salesforce Import Wizard 
B. NPSP Data Importer 
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C. Salesforce Data Loader 
D. NPSP Data Import Batch 
 
Answer: B

 

 

A developer needs to create a custom Apex class in the TDTM framework. Which sets of
steps shouldthe developer take?
 
A. Create the Visualforce page, test class, and a Trigger Handler record 
B. Create the Apex class, test class, and Trigger Handler record 
C. Create the Apex trigger, test class, and Trigger Handler record 
D. Create the Lightning component, test class, and Trigger Handler record 
 
Answer: B

 

 

A nonprofit organizationprovides case management to its clients. There is a requirement for
a score to be automatically assigned to each client based on several factors such as age,
income and number of health conditions. The nonprofit also wants to automate the creation
and assignment of follow up tasks related to the client.
 
Which combination of functions should the consultant recommend?
 
A. Activities and Customizable Rollups 
B. Volunteer Recurrence and Customizable Rollups 
C. Engagement Plans and Levels 
D. Volunteer Wizard andReports 
 
Answer: C

 

 

A nonprofit client wants to connect directly to other nonprofits using Salesforce who have a
very similar business use case.

 
Which resource is designed for this purpose?
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A. Power of Us Hub Solution Exchange 
B. Salesforce.org website 
C. Trailblazer Community User Group 
D. AppExchange 
 
Answer: A

 

 

A nonprofit organization has a large volume of contacts, organizations, and address
records. The organization wants to migrate all of its data into its NPSP org.
 
What are twoconsiderations? Choose 2 answers
 
A. Address verification only works with the one-to-one and individual ("Bucket") Account
models. 
B. Tracking addresses with the Address object may introduce more complexity. 
C. Migrating all historical address information impacts system data storage. 
D. There is a limit of three addresses per contact or organization that can be migrated into
NPSP. 

 
Answer: B,C

 

 

A nonprofit organization wants acost-effective solution to generate and send donation
acknowledgements automatically to donors via email. Which Salesforce solution should the
consultant recommend?

 
A. Nonprofit Success Pack 
B. Commerce Cloud 
C. Pardot 
D. Marketing Cloud 

 
Answer: A

 

 

A nonprofit organization wants to designate its donors into three categories, Gold, Silver,
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and Bronze, based on the total gift amount for that year. How can this be accomplished
using NPSP?
 
A. Create a picklistfield that will display the categories based on the Total Gifts This Year
field. 
B Create a custom field on the Opportunity that will display the categories and a process in
Process Builder to populate the value based on the Total Gifts This Year field. 
B. Set up NPSP Levels for the categories based on Total Gifts This Year. 
C. Create a custom field on the Opportunity that will display the categories and a custom
trigger to populate the value based on the Total Gifts This Year field. 
 
Answer: C

 

 

A nonprofit has been keeping track of donors' employers in a spreadsheet. The nonprofit
has hired a consultant to upload data to the NPSP Affiliations object. What is the correct
order for uploading the donors' employment information?
 
A. Upsert Contact records, export Contact ID, upsert Organization Accounts for employer
with Organization Account ID in the "Primary Affiliation" field 
B. Insert Organization Accounts for the employer, insert Contact records for the donor,
insert Affiliation records for the employment information 
C. Insert Affiliation records, export Contact records, export Account records, upsert Contact
records 
D. Upsert Organization Accounts, export Organization Account ID, upsert Contact record
with Organization Account ID in the "Primary Affiliation" field 
 
Answer: B

 

 

The executive directorat a nonprofit organization wants to have a report to see how much
each board member has raised by either direct gifts or gifts they helped to influence for this
fiscal year. There is a custom checkbox field on the Contact record to indicate board
members.
 
How should the consultant create this report?
 
A. Use the Opportunities report type. Add a cross filter for Contacts with Board Member =
TRUE. Summarize the Total Gifts this Year and Soft Credits this Year fields. 
B. Use the Contacts & Accounts report type. Add a field filter for Board Member = TRUE.
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Include the Total Gifts this Year and Soft Credits this Year fields. 
C. Use the Opportunities report type. Add a field filter for Contacts with Board Member =
TRUE. Group results by the Total Gifts this Year and Soft Credits this Year fields. 
D. Use the Contacts & Accounts report type. Add a field filter for Board Member = TRUE.
Add a cross filter for Opportunities with Soft Credits. Group results by Giving Totals. 
 
Answer: B

 

 

How can a gift officer determine if an acknowledgment letterwas sent for a donation?
 
A. Check the Status picklist value on the Task object. 
B. Check if the Campaign Member status is set to "Acknowledged". 
C. Check the Acknowledgement Status picklist value on the Opportunity object. 
D. Check the AcknowledgementStatus picklist value on the Contact object. 
 
Answer: C

 

 

A nonprofit organization is using NPSP to manage its contacts and their families. What
should the consultant recommend about adding other common connections such as
siblings and deceased and divorced spouses?
 
A. Add them as Relationship entries manually 
B. Addthem as Relationship record types 
C. Add them as Affiliation entries manually 
D. Add them as Affiliation record types 
 
Answer: A

 

 

Which two actions should a consultant take before importing a large volume of data into an
NPSP org?
 
A. Check the code coverage of the target org 
B. Disable certain Apex classes manually in production 
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C. Check if the datais clean, structured, and in its final format 
D. Disable certain Apex classes using TDTM 
 
Answer: C,D

 

 

A nonprofit customer wants to have the status for a Campaign Member on afundraising
campaign automatically update when a donation is received from that Contact.
 
What should the consultant recommend?
 
A. Create a workflow rule that updates the Campaign Status when an Opportunity is
created. 
B. Create an Apex Trigger to update the Contact's Campaign record. 
C. Enable Automatic Campaign Member Management in NPSP settings. 
D. Use Process Builder to update the Contact's campaign member record. 
 
Answer: C

 

 

The VP of Development wants to track thenonprofit organization's six campaigns nested
within each other: Friends of the Organization>FY19>Capital Campaign>Annual
Fund>Digital Donations>Mobile.
 
What should the consultant do?
 
A. Create a custom lookup field, "Related Campaign" on the Campaign object. 
B. Suggest consolidating at least one of the Campaigns so that it is within the Campaign
Hierarchy limit. 
C. Create a Campaign Hierarchy with the parent Campaign record as, "Friends of the
Organization" 
D. Suggest changing the order of the hierarchy. 
 
Answer: B

 

 

A nonprofit organization has a new system administrator who has just taken over managing
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its existing Salesforce organization and wants to know which data maintenance practices
should be used.
 
Which two data hygiene practices should a consultant recommend? Choose 2 answers
 
A. Organize reports into appropriate folders. 
B. Create a new custom object tostore legacy data. 
C. Run Health Check. 
D. Delete all past activities. 
 
Answer: A,C

 

 

A Household Account has Contacts with Recurring Donations, Relationships, and
closed/won donations associated with it.
 
What happens when a system administrator attempts to delete this Household Account
record?
 
A. There is an error message because there are closed/won donations associated with the
Account record. 
B. There is an error message because there are recurring donations associated with the
Contacts in this Account. 
C. There is an error message because there are relationships associated with the Contacts
in this Account. 
D. The Household Account record is deleted. 
 
Answer: A

 

 

A consultant is setting up a governance framework as part of a nonprofit organization
implementation.
 

Which three elements should be included in a Salesforce-recommended governance
structure? Choose 3 answers
 

A. Agile Methodology 
B. Release Management 
C. Rules of Engagement 
D. Center of Excellence 
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E. Design Standards 
 
Answer: A,B,D

 

 

A consultant is importing a number of new individual gifts from a recent fundraising event
for a non-profit that is using NPSP. It is very important thatdonors receive credit for these
new donations. Where is the automatic Opportunity Contact Role hard credit value
configured for this scenario?
 
A. Opportunity Settings 
B. Affiliation record 
C. NPSP Settings 
D. Relationship record 
 
Answer: C

 

 

A nonprofit organization has engaged a consultant to implement NPSP and has a large
membership program it wants to manage in Salesforce. Which two things does the
consultant need to set up to ensure that the membership rollups in NPSP will work
properly?
 
A. Ensure there is a custom field created for Membership Amount and selected for
membership rollups 
B. Check that the membership record type is selected for membership rollups. 
C. Ensure there is an Opportunity record type set up for memberships 
D. Check that the grace period is set up for memberships. 
 
Answer: B,D

 

 

How can a user differentiate between aContact's Account and Primary Affiliation under the
Household Account model?
 
A. A Contact's Account is the same as the Contact record, a Contact's Primary Affiliation is
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the Contact's Household. 
B. A Contact's Account is where they live, a Contact's Primary Affiliation is where they
work. 
C. A Contact's Account is where they work, a Contact's Primary Affiliation is where they
live. 
D. A Contact's Account is the same as a "bucket" where all Contacts are associated, a
Contact's Primary Affiliation is the Contact's Household. 
 
Answer: B

 

 

A nonprofit organization wants to automate some of its routine activities.
 
Which declarativeSalesforce solution is designed for process automation?
 
A. Einstein 
B. Pardot 
C. Lightning Flow 
D. NPSP TDTM 
 
Answer: C

 

 

A nonprofit organization is interested in a CRM that manages its constituents and has an
integrated email marketing tool with built-in scoring and engagement tracking.
 
Which solution should the consultant recommend?
 
A. NPSP and Community Cloud 
B. NPSP and Social Studio 
C. NPSP and Marketing Cloud 
D. NPSP and Pardot 
 
Answer: C

 

 

A nonprofit organization is using a free trial of Nonprofit Cloud and engages with
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aconsultant to do some custom configuration work. The consultant starts to gather
requirements and look at the overall design. Which two things should the consultant know
about the trial experiences available on the Salesforce.org website?
 
A. Five licensesare included at no cost for qualified customers 
B. The trial choices include Lightning Enterprise or Lightnng Enterprise + NPSP 
C. The free trial period is for 30 days 
D. It is a Developer Edition org 
 
Answer: B,C

 

 

A nonprofit organization wants to manage its social media presence by being able to listen
to whatconstituents are saying about the organization on social media, measure its impact,
and manage it from a mobile app. What should the consultant recommend?

 
A. Social Studio 
B. Live Message 
C. Pardot 
D. Google Analytics 
 
Answer: A

 

 

A nonprofit organization receives a lot of grants, many of which are renewals of previous
grants from the same funder. The organization wants to be able to easily access the
previous grant information.
 
What should the consultant advise to capture this in Salesforce?
 
A. Create a Campaign for the funder and add all Opportunities including the original grant
and any renewal grants to the Campaign. 
B. Create a child Opportunity for the renewal grant from the original grant using the
Renewal Grant Opportunity record type. 
C. Fill in the "Previous Grant/Gift Opportunity" lookup field on the Opportunity for the new
grant and check the "Is Grant Renewal" field. 
D. Ensure that when naming the Opportunity for the renewal grant, "Renewal" is included in
the name as well as the name of the funder. 

 
Answer: C
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A nonprofit organization wants to use a multi-channel marketing tool for its email, social,
and text messaging engagement. Which solution should the consultant recommend?
 

A. Marketing Cloud 
B. Pardot 
C. Community Cloud 
D. Service Cloud 
 

Answer: A
 

 

A nonprofit organization uses Customizable Rollups and has a large volume of Recurring
Donation Allocations for a specific fund. The system administrator notices a scheduled
skew job, but does not remember scheduling it. What should the consultant advise the
system administrator to do?
 

A. View the Setup Audit Trail 
B. Keep the job 
C. Run a debug log 
D. Delete the job 
 

Answer: D
 

 

A nonprofit organization has a lot of donors who give recurring donations. Some donors like
to have their recurring donations by three timesper year. What should the consultant
advise?
 

A. Create a custom installment period in NPSP Settings, and then add the tri-yearly custom
installment period to the custom installment picklist. 
B. Change one of the values on the custom installment picklist to tri-yearly. 
C. Tri-yearly is not available as an option in Recurring Donations so for those the nonprofit
will need to use Opportunities with multiple payments. 
D. Use the tri-yearly installment period that comes by default with Recurring Donations. 
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Answer: A

 

 

A nonprofit organization is using Volunteers for Salesforce and wants its volunteers to be
able to log their own volunteer hours.
 
Which two solutions should a consultant propose to meet this need? Choose 2 answers
 
A. Set up a workflow rule with a weekly email alert sent to all volunteers asking them to
reply back and report their hours for the week and then a user will manually enter the hours
in Salesforce. 
B. Set up a Chatter Group for each volunteer job, add volunteers who are assigned to that
job, and have the volunteers log their hours in the Chatter Group. 
C. Set up the Volunteers Personal Site and direct the volunteer to record hours on the tab
there. 
D. Set up a Log Volunteer Hours section on a page on your website and direct volunteers
there to log their hours to the volunteer job or shift they worked on. 
 
Answer: C,D

 

 

A major donor officer needs to capture wealth scoring to support individual cultivations. 
 
How is this best represented in the NPSP?
 
A. Using an AppExchange application, collect and rank other nonprofits' wealth information
to understand how best to cultivate individual donations. 
B. Report on the total amount of donations received by the nonprofit in the past year, and
rank it against peer institutions to best cultivate individual donations. 
C. Report on the total amount of an individual's donations summarized on their Contact
record and rank it against donations to the nonprofit by other individual donors to
bestcultivate individual donations. 
D. Using an AppExchange application, collect and rank donor prospects' wealth information
to understand how to best cultivate individual donations. 

 
Answer: D
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